PHOTON SOUND BEAM
Rife-Lakhovksy-Lymphatic

PlasmaElectrical-RF Product Line

Photon Sound Beam Infinity RF

Clinical Model
Electrical & RF Plasma Tubes, Dual-Oscillating RF Sound Probe

Why the Photon Sound Beam is unique
The Photon Sound Beam is unique in the rapidly emerging arena of Electro-medicine. The
Photon Sound Beam is actually several technologies in one unit – utilizing light, sound, subtle
energy, plasma-electricity and radio-wave delivery. This “Vibrational Energy Medicine”
understands the simple fundamental nature of health and wellness as a vibrational relationship
with the intelligence of the body. Frequency is the language of energy, all matter vibrates as
energy; indeed, matter is nothing but energy. More specifically, matter is condensed light
carried into physical manifestation by photons that are directed by creative intelligence.
The focus of Plasma Electrical Technology like the Photon Sound Beam is to provide naturalness,
wholeness and cleansing with the broadcast of pure-waveform frequencies and frequency
harmonics. In this way, the body is better prepared to receive frequency information required
for the ideal resonance and energy state of each cell.
Fundamentally “health” is simply a matter of what gets into the cell and what is eliminated
from the cell. Electro-chemistry plays a key role here. It orchestrates the transport of nutrients
and the elimination of toxins – and this is directly related to the electrical properties of the cell.

Plasma-electricity is natural to the body. Plasma-electrical Instruments deliver natural
biological current deep into the body at the level of the cell. It quickly re-establishes the ideal
electrical energy state and frequency of every cell in the body. It removes blockage and barrier
issues by “electrical disassociation”, opening-up the body’s energy/information and elimination
channels. Plasma-electricity is a perfect way to deliver Rife and other frequencies in a way
which is bio-available.
Plasma-Electricity from the Photon Sound Beam results in:
• Deep cleansing and oxygenation of tissues/fluids enhancing the flow of the
Lymphatic and Cardiovascular Systems
• Removal of "Blockage & Barrier Issues" created from acid-forming diets while
enhancing the flow of all the natural elimination channels
• Improved delivery & integration (bio-availability) of frequencies to devitalize
pathogens & parasites while improving the health of normal cells in the body
• Photobiotic nourishment from light and subtle energies to enhance the Endocrine
System

“Our physiology is primarily electrical in nature, and secondarily physical.”
This is why we specialize in Plasma-Electrical Instruments like the Photon Sound Beam. The
Photon Sound Beam uses hand-held Electric Plasma Tubes -- glass tubes that are ionized by
Tesla Coils and filled with Noble Gases (Xenon/Argon/Krypton) in a near vacuum state. Plasmaelectricity deeply penetrates the body while cleansing and oxygenating all the tissues and fluids
while making the delivery of frequencies more bio-available for the body. Note: See Electric
Plasma Tubes below.
At the same time the Photon Sound Beam’s RF Sound Probe component penetrates the
frequencies with high-harmonic content to re-establish the ideal resonance of the cell. These RF
Carriers contain the same frequencies emitted by the RF-enhanced Electric Plasma Tubes is
typically used synergistically at the same time, however one may use RF Sound Probe by itself
especially for night time with close distance (1-3 ft.) broadcasting. This component has been
vastly upgraded and uses a highly scalar braided, spring-shaped broadcast antenna to maximize
its subtle energy and its overall holistic value.
Finally, the Photon Sound Beam has advanced control features such as Frequency Selection and
Individual Pause & Pulse -- to overcome body accommodation and to insure long-term benefits.
From our longtime personal experience and hundreds of Photon Sound Beam users since 1994 this evolved combination of many technologies into one easy-to-use instrument comprehends
and out-performs any technology available today, including: Rife RF-Broadcast or Electric Metal
Rod/Pad Instruments, Lakhovsky Multiwave Oscillators (MWO’s), Pulsed EMF, Light Therapy,
any hand-held instrument or any other Plasma Tube Instrument. Unlike several other
manufacturers -- We offer lifetime technical support and a full 2-year warranty.

Photon Sound Beam XII

Most Popular Personal-Use & Clinical Model

Plasma-Electrical Lymphatic Rife/Lakhovsky Technology
Since 1988 we have been educating, creating and marketing a wide variety of the world’s best
Vibrational Energy Instruments. We have been evolving Plasma-Electrical/RF Technology since
Ed Skilling’s original 1994 single frequency Photon Sound Beam.
The Photon Sound Beam is a unique wrap-around technology combining the benefits of many
instruments all into one unit. It is called a “Plasma-Electrical Lymphatic Rife/Lakhovsky
Technology" -- it combines the remarkable deep tissue-cleansing benefits of Lymphatic Drainage
Technology with more aggressive and more allopathic Rife & Lakhovsky Technologies which use
frequencies and frequency harmonics to devitalize harmful pathogens and parasites.
The NEW Photon Sound Beam has a vastly upgraded circuitry and construction with EXPANDED
CONTROL FEATURES such as Frequency Selection and Individual Pause & Pulse Control.
Pulsation Control is essential for enhancing regeneration in the body. In general, these
expanded control features help in overcoming "body accommodation" which happens when the
body's intelligence begins to ignore repeated frequency information and energy.
Expanded control features can meet the needs of a variety of individuals and conditions. It is a
key factor in the fast-acting universal response by Photon Sound Beam users.
The Photon Sound Beam now includes over 20 upgrades and comes in 4 different models.
All Photon Sound Beam models include:
• Plasma-Tube Glass Applicators with Xenon, Argon, and Krypton Noble Gases
for removal of blockages and barrier issues
• Unique RF Sound Probe component with its high-harmonic RF Carriers & Rife
Frequencies generated from a dual-oscillating quartz crystal oscillators and based on the
work of Georges Lakhovsky

PSB Model Comparision

Electric Plasma Tubes & Lymphatic/Tissue Cleansing
It is well known that ONLY Electrical Plasma Tubes – not Radio wave Plasma Tubes – can provide
deep cellular disassociation of all blockages and barrier issues. This "Plasma-Electricity" deeply
penetrates the body and follows its natural electrical circuitry. However this extremely low
current cannot travel along electrical wires. It is airborne, electrostatic electricity and it must be
contained inside the ionized Noble Gas atmosphere of glass tubes applied directly to the body.
Electric Plasma Tubes provide an excellent media for transmitting frequencies and they deeply
cleanse the lymph, fluids and tissues. They also provide: (1) the elemental colors frequencies of
the ionized Noble Gases (Xenon/Argon/Krypton) and (2) highly scalar Zero-point Subtle Energies.
The plasma-electricity emitted from Electrical Plasma Tubes functions at biological levels of
electrical current, which is gentle and diffuse rather than laser-like as with metal mod delivery.
It automatically dis-associates bound cells, bound protein and toxins while encouraging the flow
of all the natural elimination channels in the body and deeply cleansing all the tissues and fluids.
This cannot occur with either type of popular Rife Technologies used today: Rife Metal Rod
Technology or Rife Broadcast Technology.
Metal Rod output cannot effectively delivery
frequencies because of the high skin impedance. Rife Broadcast instruments emit frequencies
vulnerable to body accommodation and environmental EMF pollution. Neither instrument
effectively provides any lymphatic drainage or enhanced cellular integration of frequencies
found with the Photon Sound Beam. NOTE: Both types of Plasma Tube Output are included in
our clinical PSB Infinity RF, which also has 60 frequency programs and an additional OxyGold
Triple Gas Plasma Tube applicator.
Some instruments such as the Photon Genie -- a single frequency knock-off of the 1994
Prototype Photon Sound Beam -- use off-the-shelf painted glass applicators used in Neon signs,
which block the transmission. Our Photon Sound Beam incorporates 3 Noble Gases in a specific
proportion, for a pure transmission of the elemental colors of Xenon, Argon and Krypton and
their exotic healing value. Noble Gases, ionized in vacuum with biological levels of electricity, is
an ideal media to emit frequencies, subtle energy and photobiotic nourishment. It is the same
media found in intergalactic space and it is the basis of the quantum value of our Photon Sound
Beam PlasmaElectrical-RF Product Line.
More PSB Information

Plasma-Electrical Instruments:
A Holistic Approach to Energy Medicine
The Photon Sound Beam is a holistic Vibrational Energy Technology – it offers the best of both
worlds. We have found that in a toxic world -- effective long-term benefits with any instrument
must involve a balance between allopathic and holistic approaches to health. When delivering
energy and information to the body -- NOURISHMENT MUST BE A PART OF ANY APPROACH TO
HEALTH for faster acting and long-term results.

Electro-medical Instruments which deliver energy and frequencies to the body should
have the same considerations as food – wholeness, naturalness and freshness:
Naturalness -- they should deliver natural biological levels of electrical current. One of
the most important factors in creating an effective holistic Vibrational Energy
Technology is to use an energy carrier, which can effectively travel along the body’s
natural circuitry to reach every cell.
Wholeness -- the frequencies should have high-harmonic content. In the 1920’s
Georges Lakhovsky’s overall conclusion using his MultiWave Oscillator experimenting on
cancer cells in plants and animals was -- that it did not matter which Radio wave (Rife)
Frequency he used -- but that the frequency with the highest amount of harmonics
always worked the best. In other words, using the exact “frequency per dis-ease” is not
as important as using a bio-interactive frequency rich in harmonic content. In addition
the frequencies must be effectively delivered and received by the body.
Freshness -- they should have control features such as variable pulsation and frequency
selection to avoid accommodation by the body. A truly effective instrument must factor
the ability of the body's intelligence to accommodate or ignore any broadcast of
frequencies and energy -- an expression of protective homeostasis.
Fundamentally health is simply a matter of what gets into the dell and what is eliminated
from the cell. Electro-chemistry plays a role here. The "software of the cell" is its outer
membrane, which orchestrates the transport of nutrients and the elimination of toxins -- and
this is directly related to the electrical properties of the cell.
It is well established that acid-forming diets (low pH levels) contribute to the clustering of red
blood cells and other cells as well as congealed lymph. Every function of our bodies relies on
these basic electrical properties. And every issue of health is directly tied to cellular electrical
energy states.
The Photon Sound Beam's Plasma Tube applicators function on the level of biological levels of
electricity (extremely low micro-current) which quickly re-establishes an "ideal cellular
resonance" and an "ideal electrical polarity". This is the result of a process called ELECTRICAL
DISASSOCIATION. Dark Field Microscopy (Live Cell Analysis) has repeatedly shown an 80%
improvement in the health of red blood cells in one 20 minute session with the Photon Sound
Beam.
ELECTRICAL DIS-ASSOCIATION: the separation of bound protein matter, bound cells and toxins
by the action of biological micro-current on the cell. The cell membrane has an electrically
negative (-) charge and the cell nucleus is positively (+) charged. Electrical energy is a flow of
negatively (-) charged electrons which can quickly re-establishes a (-) polarity to this vital
membrane software of the cell.

Evolution of the Photon Sound Beam
Our Photon Sound Beam Product Line combines the best of early pioneers and researchers who
made major contributions to 20th Century Electromedicine.
In the early part of the 20th Century researchers experimented with Radio wave and Electrical
Fields and discovered dramatic effects in treating serious issues of health.
In the 1920's, after 20 years of research experimenting with Radio waves to treat cancer in
plants and humans, Georges Lakhovsky discovered that Radio wave Frequencies with high
harmonic content exhibited remarkable success in short period of time. He is famous for his
Multiwave Oscillator, which broadcasted powerful electric fields at distance.
Later in the 1930's -- Royal Raymond Rife identified and demonstrated specific "mortal
oscillatory rates" or frequencies associated with pathogens responsible for cancer, tuberculosis
and other life-threatening diseases. With the help of Lee DeForest (the "father of modern
electronics") Rife then developed a Radio wave Plasma "Beam Tube" which was found to quickly
devitalize these pathogens at a distance with a powerful shortwave radio wave broadcast
carrying mortal oscillatory rates.
In the late 1970's our current business partner introduced an electrical "Metal Rod Rife
Frequency Generator" (created by John Crane, Rife's assistant in the 1950's) to Ed Skilling and
Robert Beck.
This Electrical Frequency Generator was advanced by in the 1980's and
experimented in clinics in Mexico. Since the specifications were made public --today there are
many vendors of Metal Rod Rife Frequency Generator with many frequency applications.
However -- when we began working with Ed Skilling in the late 1980's -- he mentioned that
instruments, which use Metal Rods, deliver a higher current than what is natural to the body and
can only follow the main conductive pathways of the cardio-vascular system. Skilling asserted
that this type of Rife Technology has limited penetration and distorts the waveforms of specific
Rife Frequencies due to metal-to-skin "impedance".
This prompted Ed to create his Sound
Probe in 1988, which broadcasts a radio wave signal with RF Quartz Crystal Oscillators. The
Sound Probe is applied close to the body to avoid chaotic EMF and cell phone pollution found
with Rife broadcasting at distance.
So In 1994, Ed Skilling developed his "Inert Gas Sound Probe" which added Glass Applicators
filled with Inert Gases. These Electrically Ionized Plasma Tubes have a significant advantage over
Rife's radio wave Plasma Tubes because they can deeply penetrate biological levels of Plasmaelectricity that deeply "cleanse" the Lymphatic System, Tissues and other fluids such as cerebral
spinal fluid and cellular fluids. Working with Ed Skilling we re-named this instrument the
Photon Sound Beam.
In 1997 our very special and knowledgeable engineers began to evolve this 94 prototype Photon
Sound Beam by creating the PSB VII, VII and Essential PSB. These advancements included:
(1) dramatically cleaning-up the circuitry, (2) improving the durability of the hardware, and (3)
adding important basic control features such as Universal Rife Frequency Selection and
Pulsation Control. These enhanced control features are important for enhancing regeneration
in body, and for overcoming a common problem with any technology: body accommodation --

when after time the body ignores any energy or frequencies. This typically happens after 30 to
40 minutes exposure to any Vibrational Energy Technology.
In 2004 we made a quantum advancement of the Photon Sound Beam technology by adding a
second Tesla Coil so that both Electric Plasma Tubes output electrical energy rather the previous
Mono-polar Photon Sound Beams. This allows an omni-directional flow of biological microcurrent from the Noble Gas glass applicators as well as enhancing cleansing action and the
frequencies they carry. In addition, we added sophisticated computer chip circuitry. This
enabled frequency ranges from 1 to 10,000 hertz, which covers most of the Rife Frequency
Range.
TODAY the Photon Sound Beam XII is our most popular model. It is both a personal-use and

clinical instrument; it has 12 Brainwave and Rife Frequency Selections and a 36 Priority Rife
Frequency Sweep, Individual Pause and Pulse Controls, and vastly improved reliability and
appearance.

Our clinical model -- Photon Sound Beam Infinity RF -- adds full-frequency programming with up
to 60 Frequency Programs including 40 Pre-Set Programs. The PSB Infinity includes a (1) Rife
Frequency book (The Electroherbalism Frequency Lists), an additional glass applicator and BOTH
Electrical and Radiowave Plasma Tube output.

PHOTON SOUND BEAM
Product Line

You can trade up to any model!
All Photon Sound Beam models come with 2-3 glass Plasma Tubes & the RF Sound Probe. The RF
Sound Probe is the 2nd component of the Photon Sound Beam. It emits 2 harmonically-rich RF
Signals in Phi Ratio (ubiquitous in Nature) to carry the same frequencies coming out the Glass
Tubes. The RF Sound Probe attachment can be used either separately or at the same time as
the electrical glass Plasma Tubes.
Essential Photon Sound Beam – This is a much upgraded version of the original 1994
PhotonSoundBeam prototype still being manufactured by other sources (such as the Photon
Genie at twice the price). It has a Monopolar Plasma Tube Output, Pulse Rate Control and one
pre-set Primary Universal Rife Frequency (728 Hz) rich in bio-available harmonics. A Monopolar
System means that one glass Plasma Tube emits energy and the other one acts as a ground to
complete the circuit. $1495
Photon Sound Beam XII -- This is our most popular personal use/clinical model and utilizes 2
Tesla Coils resulting in a Bi-Phasic Output. This means that both glass applicators emit energy
and frequencies – resulting in an omni-directional output. Each applicator RF Enhanced and is
independent of the other, and the biphasic output eliminates any annoying electrostatic
shocking. The PhotonSoundBeam XII has a 36 Sweep Setting that automatically cycles all of the
major Rife and Brainwave frequencies each pulsed 5 times. It also has 4 Universal Rife
Frequencies, 5 classical cancer frequencies and 2 brainwave frequency settings as well as
individual Pause and Pulse Controls and a vastly upgraded durability and appearance. $2395

PSB Infinity RF –This clinical model has 3 components – three instruments in one. It combines
the Electrical PlasmaTube Ionizer and the RF Sound Probe of the PhotonSoundBeam XII with a
Radiowave PlasmaTube Ionizer. The PSB Infinity RF has full selection of frequencies -- 60
Frequency Programs containing up to 20 frequencies each and 40 Preset Programs. It comes
with an additional 3rd (OxyGold) Glass Applicator with Oxygen and Gold resonance. The
application of BOTH the ELECTRICAL and RADIOWAVE IONIZATION provides deep tissue/fluid
cleansing and oxygenation – as well as a powerful synergy with intimate, nourishing Rife
Broadcast Technology. The Radio wave Plasma Tubes of the PSB Infinity RF deeply penetrate
frequencies while the Electrical Plasma Tubes & RF Sound Probe deeply cleanse and nourish the
cells and tissues – while continuing to address pathogens and at a deeper level. $3595
The LifePulse Pro is the same as the Infinity RF except that it ADDS Electrical Metal Rod/ Plate
Rife Technology. This model is a special order item and has limited availability. $4795
Please call for a free introductory consultation, or to answer any questions.
Linda and Keith -- Integrated Healing Systems -- Unified Field Technologies
www.PhotonSoundBeam.net – healthyvibes@cableone.net
928 634 0833
Important Medical Disclaimer: The Photon Sound Beam is for experimental and research
purposes only. No medical claims are expressed or implied.

